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Abstract: A trans-disciplinary frame is proposed, aimed at addressing the very understanding of information in all its variety. 
It aims at unifying perspectives and integrating techniques from different fields of knowledge and practice, searching for the 
most overarching account of information phenomena, a better formalization of real processes and a global stance towards 
problems concerning information. Such research frame might try to answer: Which are the basic distinct accounts of infor-
mation to be applied in fields from telecommunication to philosophy, from biology to documentation, from logic to quantum 
physics? Which are the minimum primitive concepts that may cover all of them? Is a unified theory feasible? Could a better 
information measure be found? Could the societal and practical interest be better preserved in an integrated perspective of 
information?  
The methodological proposal aims at opening a space for the interweaving of different scientific frameworks (characterized 
by specific paradigms and methodologies) to delve into the very landscape of information, searching for a transdisciplinary 
treatment of theoretical, technical and practical problems concerning information. It is based on an already active interdisci-
plinary International community and a critical mass of research groups at the global level. By means of bridging these com-
munities, a new transdisciplinary science of information might emerge as an integrated framework in which information will 
be considered in all its formal, natural, cognitive, social, technical, ethical and philosophical aspects. 
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1. Striving for a Transdisciplinary Frame on Information 

In contrast with the population in the iron age, who had no chance to understand the nature of iron, 
we are able in the “information age” to ask ourselves about the very nature of information, setting 
forth new ways of understanding its content, its measure and its value, as studied and applied in 
many different scientific, technical and practical contexts. It is said that there are information phe-
nomena in cells, words, antennas, skin, cables, thoughts, electrons, brains, robots, communities, 
databanks, institutions… Hence talking about information is essentially multidisciplinary. On the 
one hand, the concept has gained a central role in many disciplines scattering its meaning and 
establishing gaps among them (Capurro, 2009). On the other hand, a theoretical information ap-
proach may bridge apparently irreconcilable disciplines providing solutions to some scientific co-
nundrums (Lyre, 2002). Moreover the scattering effect on information meanings has driven us to 
the belief that information can be useful for everything, while often it is not enough to cope with our 
current problems (Brier, 2008). Since we are appealing to the very core of different sciences, a 
clarification of information phenomena rendering scientific and societal fruits must be multidimen-
sional and trans-disciplinary (Janich, 2008). 

Our problems are: Is there a unified understanding of information under all these uses of “infor-
mation”? How can we simultaneously grant the diversity of information phenomena and the rigour 
of its theoretical apprehension in a unifying framework? Could a refined concept of information 
bridge over matter and energy (physics), life (biology), cognition and consciousness (psychology 
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and neuroscience) and social systems (sociology)? How can we preserve all practical interests 
regarding information (from the governing of nature or the implementation of technology to the 
preservation of social rights, cultural life, human dignity…)?  

From the mid 20th century, the endeavour to delve into the nature of information has followed 
many paths with a certain tendency to be interdisciplinary (for instance, in cybernetics, system the-
ory, cognitive science, aesthetics, etc) but also with a frequently restrictive scope, just only ac-
counting for some aspects of information (syntactic, semantic or pragmatic ones) (Díaz, 2009). 
While the Mathematical Theory of Information only gave account of the syntactic aspects, many 
other approaches attempted to give a better account of the multifaceted reality of information. 
These endeavours developed with a relative independence, obtaining significant achievements in 
their respective (and somehow separate) fields, but leaving aside an overarching understanding of 
information. 

The state of the art regarding information theories includes distinct ongoing paradigms, such as: 
complexity (Algorithmic Information Theory, info-computation); entropy vs. order (physics, chemis-
try); situated (infon theory); intentional (cognitive science, decision theory); semantic (linguistics, 
communication theory); system (cybernetics); evolution (biology, social theory, etc. Thus, on the 
one hand, different disciplines presuppose distinct paradigms; on the other hand, the information 
phenomena that have been addressed by each discipline sometimes overlap, while others leave 
significant gaps among them (Capurro, 2009; Lyre, 2002; Díaz & Salto 2009).  

In the evolution of the information society, especially since the 1990s, it has become clear that 
many pragmatic and ethical problems have arisen, indicating that many interests concerning infor-
mation were left aside by science and technology, or could not be achieved solely by their own 
means. In order to examine these matters, several groups were constituted, for instance the Inter-
national Center for Information Ethics (ICIE, 2002), or the Center for Information Policy Research, 
(CIPR, 2010), to name but a few. 

This segregation of scopes is to some extent related to what Brier calls the informational- and 
the semiotic view, corresponding respectively to bottom-up and top-down approaches. According to 
the author: “it may be impossible to unite the two paradigms by manipulating basic definitions into 
unifying compromises” (see fig.1.a). Hofkirchner considers this non-reducible confrontation in terms 
of the “ways of thinking” such as reductionism and projectionism (Hofkirchner, 2009). He states the 
problems in terms of the so called Capurro-trilema, which embraces the non-reachable sinonimity 
among information concepts in different contexts (related to reductionism), the non-sufficiency of 
analogy (related to projectionism) and the unavoidable equivocity among theories (related to a 
disjuctivism way of thinking, as for example, that adopted by a hermeneutical approach). This 
author puts forward a further approach he calls integrationism (see Figure 1.b). This is not so far 
from what Gregory Bateson considered as a hierarchy of logic types inherent to informational proc-
ess phenomena, which is also at the core of second order cybernetics (Bateson, 1979). 
In the trend of erecting a global understanding of information, several international meetings gath-
ered the most eminent scientists in the field, from quantum physics to humanities: the Conferences 
on the Foundations of Information Science (celebrated in 1994, 1996, 2002, 2005 –cf. FIS, 2009), 
the meetings held in Duino, Italy (2007) and León, Spain (2008) (Luhn, Kornwachs, & Grassmann, 
2007; BITrum, 2009). In these gatherings, it was stated that the damaging effects of mixing syntac-
tic and semantic aspects of information have not yet been overcome, and a road must be found 
which intersects both science and common sense. In other words, the overlapping of the two direc-
tions pointed out by Brier (Figure 1.a) has mainly generated confusion in the field. However, an 
effort can be made to reach mutual understanding in essential aspects. In different stages, the 
unified view has been outlined - following Hofkirchner’s integrationism, cybernetics or the systemic 
approach - but, as Marijuán has argued, the complexity of theories makes mutual understanding an 
arduous task that should be carefully examined through what he calls recombination, which - in a 
more affordable horizon - may “offer a new panoramic view on the sciences themselves and con-
tribute to achieve social adaptability & sustainability” (Marijuán, 2009). 
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Figure 1: Approaches to integrate diversity of phenomena regarding information 

Among the endeavours aimed at providing an overarching account of information in the last de-
cade, it is worth mentioning: Foundations of Information Science (FIS, 2009), the Unified Theory of 
Information Research Group of Austria (UTI, 2010), the Science of Information Institute of Wash-
ington (SCII, 2008) and the BITrum-interdisciplinary research group on information of Spain (BI-
Trum, 2010). The FIS conference of 2010, held in China, will attempt to articulate a trans-
disciplinary and trans-national framework for the Science of Information. 

In a non-exhaustive survey of relevant communities of information studies, conducted by SCII 
(2007), over 300 research communities were identified in more than 40 countries. The relative lack 
of communication and cooperation among communities of information studies has hindered the 
promotion of a more qualitative and effective approach to information, resulting in a less efficient 
use of resources which has been a major limitation in solving scientific and societal problems. As 
concluded in a recent report to the European Commission concerning trust in the information soci-
ety: the European effort to build an “inclusive, trustworthy, safety, democratic and citizen-friendly 
Information Society” requires bringing at stage an effective interdisciplinary and international co-
operation to address information concerns (RISEPTIS, 2009, Recomm. 1, 2, and 6). This is indeed 
an international endeavour that cannot be driven considering single-pole values, but instead an 
intercultural stage, aware of historical, cultural and geographical singularities (Capurro & Díaz, 
2010a; 2010b). 

In brief, we reckon to have available the critical mass to erect a transdisciplinary frame on infor-
mation; we ought to tackle the scientific, technical and societal problems concerning information; 
this is the occasion to start a global endeavour to erect the frame. To this purpose, we propose 
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hereby to open a space for the interweaving of different scientific frameworks (characterised by 
specific paradigms and methodologies) to delve into the very landscape of information, searching 
for a transdisciplinary treatment of theoretical, technical and practical problems concerning informa-
tion. Any approach decided upon to bridge any gap between information concerns might find a 
place. 

2. What Might Be Pursued? 

Considering the aforementioned limitations of the current approaches to information, we propose 
for an overarching understanding of information the pursuing of the following objectives: 

 
1. Searching for the most overarching account of information phenomena, by means of a mostly 

unifying perspective of information through careful levels of abstraction. 
2. Searching for better formalisations of real processes (material, biotic, cognitive, communica-

tive, social). 
3. Obtaining a global stance toward problems related to information composed of the manifold 

reflection of the participant frameworks; bringing into a first plane moral issues and social inter-
ests. 

4. Clarification of the concepts, metaphors, terminology and involved theories, in order to enable 
a mutual understanding.  

5. Setting up an effective interdisciplinary work, creating tools for sharing data on empirical is-
sues, documents on theoretical grounding, and achieving mutual comprehension and criticism. 

6. Bringing about new insights into the steering and design of information technologies at per-
sonal and social levels. 

7. Contributing to the foundations of an effective transdisciplinary science of information driven to 
consider information in its formal, natural (physical, chemical, biological), cognitive, social, ethi-
cal and philosophical aspects by means of a collaborative partaking of specialists in all con-
cerned disciplines. 

 
Relying on the relative maturity of several disciplines, the achievement of these objectives may 
substantiate in the following results: a) accordance of a general or a set of general theories of in-
formation; b) the elaboration of a glossary of concepts, metaphors, theories and problems concern-
ing information, as tool for an alive disambiguation and common understanding of the parties; c) 
proposal for foundations of a science of information, its problems, solutions and research pro-
gramme. 

3. A Methodological Proposal for Interweaving the Field 

3.1. Domains and Frameworks  

Since the very broad nature of information phenomena covers many different aspects of the natu-
ral, social and technical world, the research topics can be articulated for the sake of simplicity in a 
few research domains: 
 
1. Formal aspects of information (mathematical and logical topics) 
2. Physical science (physical and chemical topics) 
3. Life sciences (biological topics) 
4. Cognition and psychology (epistemological, cognition, consciousness and other psychological 

topics) 
5. Information and Communication Technologies (engineering, social and anthropological topics 

concerning ICT) 
6. Social sciences (communication, information society, economical, sustainability topics) 
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7. Ethics (ethical, information divide, political and legal topics) 
 
Transversely, several basic frameworks provide a preliminary bridging over research domains. 
These frameworks pursue, in varying degrees, unity among the diversity of information phenom-
ena. The following list provides a non-exhaustive set of frameworks that might be interwoven in the 
transdisciplinary research: 
 
• Formal framework: Studies logical and mathematical tools and concepts from main current for-

mal theories, such as channel theory, general information theory and universal logic; pursuing 
the elaboration of a comprehensive theory which embraces all formal theories of information. 

• System Theory framework, around self-organisation from physical structures to complex socie-
ties. 

• Info-Computational framework, considering information as structure and computation as its dy-
namics in different systems. 

• Philosophical framework, clarifying the very root concepts used in different information domains, 
contrasting and providing arguments for an elucidation of the informational contents. 

• Communicational framework, seeking awareness on the complexity of the processes of signifi-
cance, communication and interpretation. 

• Societal framework, centered in ethical and critical aspects of information and the information 
society. 

• Information Management framework, from the data realm to a sustainable information society 
(data, information, knowledge management). 

• Bio-Informational framework, from molecular complexity to life and cognition. Evolution, genetic 
information and neural processes. It aims at bridging between the organization of matter, the 
evolution of life and cognition. 

• Quantum-Information framework, from the formality of statistical physics, measurement proc-
esses, de-coherence, qbits, and the relation to consciousness. It aims at establishing a strong 
basis for bridging over physical, life and cognition domains. 

3.2. Interweaving the Field 

The trans-disciplinary research should pursue on the one hand the treatment of all information 
phenomena, with special care afforded to the most relevant aspects (formal, natural-physical, 
chemical, biological-cognitive, social, ethical and philosophical), which might also be classified in 
syntactic, semantic and pragmatic aspects. On the other hand, it should not fall into a single para-
digm (as it could, for instance, the systemic one) since none of them is sufficient to tackle all the 
given problems to which each theoretical framework attempts to provide a solution. We also state 
the objective of pursuing the global understanding of information, i.e. searching for unity wherever 
applicable but understanding diversity in its proper level of abstraction. Accounting for the reality of 
information as a whole, and keeping the utility of each theoretical framework in pragmatic issues 
(human, social and technical) should constitute the two basic criteria of research for a Science of 
Information.  

To reach these objectives we propose a transversal coordination of: (i) Research domains, de-
fined by their objects of research, and (ii) Frameworks, characterized by the articulation of specific 
paradigms and methodologies. As it is illustrated, and without attempting to be exhaustive, these 
study areas correspond to transversal spaces where diverse frameworks may pursue the under-
standing of the same phenomena and the solution of related problems. As shown in the graph, 
some approaches concentrate in specific areas, while others embrace a more holistic understand-
ing. While the former provide a maximal concern on specific domains and problems, the latter will 
allow us to integrate this understanding in a more comprehensive view, therefore, contributing to 
the aforementioned unification through levels of abstraction. Good communication and mutual 
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understanding between parties constitutes a pillar necessary to make this combination of specific 
and holistic approaches more fruitful. 

In order to maintain a cohesive deployment of the programmes, responsibility for domains and 
for frameworks should guarantee continuity in the treatment of problems and in the development of 
research programmes respectively.  On the other hand, annual meetings for following, discussing 
and assessing ongoing investigations should be interwoven with virtual meetings for a more con-
tinuous monitoring and exchange.  

Another fundamental pillar in the development of the research programme is the participation in 
the development of a glossary for the common consideration of problems, a mutual understanding 
of each point of view and a clarification of the used concepts, metaphors and terminology. To this 
purpose, the Glossarium BITri, developed since 2009 by a scientific and edition team of different 
disciplines and nationalities, coordinated by the authors, may serve as a system or model for a 
further development (Díaz, Alemany, & Pérez Montoro, 2010). Finally, contribution to scientific 
works and dissemination activities will complete the collaborative commitments. 

 

 

Figure 2: Division of research domains and frameworks of the scientific programme  

4. domusBITae: A Virtual Research Community As a Step to Erect a New Science of 
Information  

The potentials of the target communities (considered as those which make research in any aspect 
of information, and symbolised as information studies) are represented in tables 1 and 2, corres-
ponding to a non-exhaustive survey driven by the SCII in 2007 and concerning over 300 organiza-
tions in more than 40 countries. These potentials –as mentioned above (§1)– constitute a major 
pillar to achieve a significant impact and the synergy required to achieve the objectives for the 
transdisciplinary research (SCII, 2007). However, these tables also represent the academic (Table 
1) and the geographical divide (Table 2) of the scientific community, which hinders an overarching 
understanding of information. 

The domusBITae initiative, aimed at developing a virtual research community in information 
studies, has been promoted to overcome these divides of the scientific community that in the future 
might contribute to a fully transdisciplinary Science of Information. This initiative - promoted since 
2009 by the authors and a consortium of several institutions of several countries - is aimed at build-
ing a virtual research community opened to the participation of any researcher, which will connect 
the partaking research community around a set of networked resources. Its deployment has al-
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ready begun by means of private and national funds and the request for support submitted to the 
European Commission (7FP). 

 
Type of studies Nº of communities 
Artificial Intelligence  49 
Cognitive Science  38 
Communication Science and Media Studies  27 
Computer Science 51 
Cybernetics 26 
Information Science 36 
Information Society Research 64 
Internet Research 15 
Knowledge Studies 18 
Library Science 16 
Philosophy of Information and Infomation Ethics 20 
Research on ICTs 12 
Science of Complexity 22 
Semiotics 12 
Systems Theory 27 

Table 1: Number of communities of Information Studies classified in types                                  
(accounted by SCII in 2007) 

 

Country No. Country No. Country No. 
Argentina 1 France 3 Romania 1 
Australia 7 Georgia 1 Singapore 1 
Austria 10 Germany 25 Slovakia 1 
Belarus 1 Greece 1 Slovenia 3 
Belgium 6 Hungary 2 Spain 2 
Brazil 1 Ireland 3 Sweden 8 
Bulgaria 2 Israel 1 Switzerland 12 
Canada 8 Italy 4 Taiwan 1 
Chile 1 Japan 6 Thailand 1 
Croatia 1 Lithuania 1 United Kingdom 43 
Czech Republic 3 Netherlands 4 U.S.A. 106 
Denmak 6 New Zealand 1 Venezuela 1 
Estonia 1 Norway 1 No located 27 
Finland 4 Portugal 1 Total 316 

Table 2: Number of communities of Information Studies per countries (accounted by SCII in 2007 in 
a non- exhaustive survey, in which some significant communities were missed as, for instance, the 

Chinese ones) 

The virtual research community in information studies, domusBITae, might be considered as a step 
in fostering the constitution of a new, unified Science of Information. It pursues bridging horizontally 
the whole community of information studies in order to (a) share resources and results, (b) improve 
communication, (c) foster discussion, scientific knowledge & innovation, (d) disseminate results 
and (e) promote cooperative research. 

As illustrated in Figure 3, domusBITae - according to its current design - will be constituted by 
the following modules:  

 
1. A knowledge oriented web-system adaptable for any community of information studies, and 

enabling direct access to both resources of the virtual community and other groups;  
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2. A directory of communities which will serve as a bridge between communities;  
3. An institutional and thematic repository for Information Studies;  
4. A toolkit for working groups to facilitate collaborative research;  
5. A shared glossary for conceptual clarification, theory disambiguation, and a multi-faceted ap-

proach to informational problems.  

 

Figure 3: Structure of domusBITae virtual community 

5. Conclusions 

Considering, on the one hand, the relative maturity of the field; on the other hand, the opportunity 
of erecting a new frame for searching an overarching account of information –based upon ought 
and resources-: we propose for building a new international research community in information 
concerns the interweaving of different but collaborative frameworks assisted by a virtual research 
community (domusBITae), which tools might become a key-factor for an effective mutual under-
standing, the emergence of synergies and in a mid-term future the constitution of a new Science of 
Information with solid roots. 
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